
Digital transformation (DX) adds 
convenience, safety and security to  
our lives

FichvitaTM is a non-optical behavior detection system devel-

oped through the combination of polymers that the Toyo Ink 

Group has long been developed as the core materials with 

circuit design technologies that have been newly developed 

by the Group’s research and development team. Without 

being affected by the brightness of the installation environ-

ment or blind angles that are unique to optical systems, this 

system detects human behavior. When humans walk on 

the sensor panel placed on the �oor, it detects their stride, 

speed, direction, number of people and whether each per-

son is upright or lying down. In any place where camera may 

not be installed for privacy reasons, it can detect human be-

havior while preserving anonymity. Without making people 

feel like they are being watched and without the risk of the 

leakage of personal data, it performs sensing operations that 

are highly integrated into everyday life. In addition, the com-

bined use of Fichvita™ in any place where blind angles, a 

drawback of optical systems, 

occur or where the field of 

vision is blocked will resolve 

the issue of incomplete data.

The Fichvita™ non-optical behavior 
detection system contributes to  
safety and security of people’s lives

FichvitaTM detects humans and objects using sensor units em-

bedded in �oors and furniture. It can therefore be installed in 

changing rooms, restrooms and other spaces where it is dif-

�cult to install surveillance cameras. In addition, it performs 

simultaneous, highly sensitive detection across a broad area. 

It detects changes in people’s postures and centers of gravity 

and visualizes the crowdedness of indoor facilities. If installed 

at the entrance of your restaurant or other store, FichvitaTM 

will count the number of visitors and the number of custom-

ers staying in your business on a timely basis and assist you in 

preventing your space from becoming crowded.

If installed as a seat-sensor in self-driving buses, FichvitaTM 

will detect the status of seating during operations. We are 

conducting joint demonstration trials with a view towards 

the wide introduction of self-driving buses.

The Toyo Ink Group will improve its original sensor technol-

ogies and data technologies to 

provide unique solutions with 

a focus on safety and security 

in a bid to help boost people’s 
safety and security in daily life.
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Social issues

In our everyday lives, we encounter surveillance cam-
eras and a wide variety of infrared sensors, which are 
a part of systems that detect human movement. The 
big data from these cameras and sensors increases 
the convenience in our lives.

At the same time, we experience the psychologi-
cal stress of being watched or are unavoidably wary 

about cameras being installed in changing rooms, 
restrooms, bathrooms and other places where privacy 
must be ensured. Our behaviors may be unconscious-
ly restrained. There are also physical problems such 
as restrictions on optical brightness, blind angles and 
data capacity.

 Communication Science 

Contribute to a 5G and IoT society  
with key materials and solutions
We are focusing our attention on sensors. They are quickly be-
coming ubiquitous in the fast-growing IoT market. We are en-
deavoring to develop sensor-related businesses to provide con-
venience, safety and security in our lives.

Demonstration trial involving a 
self-driving bus
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